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Abstract
Robotic knee prostheses have been improving, thereby raising the quality of life

for above knee amputees. To continue this progression requires robust and versatile
research tools to study the subtle biomechanical interactions between the human and
the prostheses. To serve this purpose, we have created a tethered knee prosthesis with
flexion and extension torque control. To reduce weight and complexity, the flexion mo-
tor, extension motor, and control hardware have been moved off-body. Power from the
motors is transmitted to the prosthesis by means of bowden cables, and measurements
of state are sent back through this tether. The resulting knee prosthesis weights only
1.16 kg. Benchtop tests were conducted to calibrate the strain gauges which measure
torque, find the step response rise-time of the system, and find the closed loop torque
bandwidths of each motor.

The RMS error for flexion torque was 0.27 N·mnd extension torque was 0.54 N·m
The 90% rise time was 14.3 ± 1.1 ms for flexion, and 11.6±1.0 ms for extension. The
bandwidth was 28.0 Hz for flexion and 27.2 Hz for extension.

Such high bandwidths and peak torques make this emulator suited for studying
normal walking and running gaits as well as stumble recovery. This versatile system
can also be used to design and test new control strategies for stumble recovery, walking,
and running. This can lead to improved balance, metabolics, and quality of life for
those with above knee amputations.
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1 Introduction
Currently, there are over one million people in the united states with lower limb ampu-
tations. This number is expected to increase by 400% by 2050 due to the rise of diabetes
and other vascular-degenerative diseases [24]. Those affected by lower limb amputa-
tions suffer a decrease in mobility and quality of life when compared to the general
population [12]. Among lower limb amputees, those who undergo above knee (AK)
amputations are often affected more severely. In addition to an increased metabolic
cost of walking, which is 133% above the gernal population and 40% above transtibial
amputees, stumble recovery and balance is another problem for those with transfemoral
amputations. [21] [22] [20]

In order to improve this quality of life, transfemoral prostheses have progressed
as new technology has become available. Historical records show that rigid AK pros-
theses have been around for thousands of years. Major advances have included the
addition of a hinged leg, then a damped hinge leg after WWII, and micro-controller
damped hinges in the 1970s. The most advanced modern knees, such as the C-Leg,
have variable damping characteristics and sensors to try and detect and determine the
desires of the amputee as well as if they have stumbled [17].Despite this considerable
progress, it has been found that an AK amputee has a 50% higher probability of having
fallen in the past month than a trans-tibial amputee [11]. Of the historically and cur-
rently available knees, most are still dependent on passive dynamics even if a stumble
is able to be detected. This may prevent the knees from being able to help their users
execute successful recoveries as these strategies require active knee movements [8]. As
a result amputees using existing prostheses have poorer responses to the disturbances
experienced during normal walking [19].

The human stumble recovery mechanism has been characterized as three distinct
strategies depending on the timing of the disturbance. If there is a disturbance in early
swing phase, the knee and hip of the swing leg flex to bring the foot higher while the
knee and hip of the stance leg extend to raise the center of mass. The strategy is called
elevation and its goal is to bring the leg up and over an offending object to complete
the step. If the perturbation comes towards the end of swing phase, flexion of the swing
leg knee and hip may lead to a fall. Therefore, the swing knee and hip extend, bringing
the foot quickly down into contact with the ground. This strategy is called lowering
and its goal is to initiate double stance and use the the newly placed foot to regain
balance. Finally, there is a strategy called delayed lowering, which can occurs when
elevation fails. After the failure, there will be a switch to a lowering strategy [7]. In
all three of these recovery mechanisms, the knee plays a key role and the inability for
knee prostheses to respond actively may reduce their effectiveness.

To begin to address the difficulties in balance that exist within the AK amputee
community, there need to be research tools with which to study these problems. Avail-
able specialized or commercialized prosthetic technologies may not be good experi-
mental tools. One reason for this is that neuromuscular control system which governs
natural walking movement is very sensitive. Small disturbances can have very large
impacts on output performance [1]. When this biological complexity is coupled to me-
chanical complexity, the outcome can be difficult to predict [9]. Second, in order to
fully characterize the complex interaction between human walking gait and a prosthe-
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Figure 1: Design and of the emulator system and prosthesis emulator. (a) The system
is made of three parts: (1) prosthesis end-effectors, (2) off body controllers and soft-
ware, (3) off board motors (4) bowden cable transmissions. (b) Model demonstrating
how the bowden cables routes over lever arms to generate knee torques. (c) Image of
the knee prosthesis with a rigid ankle-foot prosthesis. (d) Diagram of the knee mechan-
ical system. The end-effector is designed in four parts, the upper knee [2], extended
lever arms [3], lower knee [4], and tibia [5,6]. The upper knee attaches the socket or
prosthesis simulator of a subject by means of pyramidal adapters [1]. It also holds
the encoder [9] which records knee angle. The lever arms attach to the bowden cable
transmissions [8] and provides them the level arms needed to generate torques around
the knee joint. The Tibia houses all of the load-cells which are used to determine the
current net torque around the knee)

sis, many variables will need to be explored. With a complex piece of robotic hardware,
many of the necessary changes would involve a non-trivial delay between improvement
conception, optimization, and hardware modification.

These problems led to the creation of the emulator system. The goal of the system
is to decouple the design of the prosthetic device from the potential experiments which
it could perform [4] Instead of a complex robotic prosthetic knee, a more simple knee
end-effector was built. This end-effector is light weight and versatile, receiving power
from motors located off of the body and attached to the prosthesis through a flexible
tether. The computation and control hardware which direct these motors is also located
off of the device, receiving state information through the tether from sensors mounted
on the knee. The ability to leverage large motors and abundant computation power
allows for the creation of a prosthesis with a high closed-loop torque bandwidth and
high peak power [4]. These characteristics enable many pieces of hardware such as
springs and dampers to be modeled in software instead of requiring physical compo-
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nents attached to the end-effector. These parameters can then be adjusted manually
with little time overhead or optimized trial-to-trial [13] in order to more closely study
the interaction between subject, machine, and environment.

Here, I describe the design and testing of a knee end-effector for this emulator
system. Research on the ankle-foot done with the emulator system has yielded research
benefits [13] [14], and the goal is to extend these benefits to the knee joint. We tested
the prosthesis on the bench top to define its characteristics.

2 Methods

We designed a lightweight, tethered knee prosthesis with the ability to generate control-
lable torques in both flexion and extension. The system performance was characterized
on the benchtop, including calibration, step responses and bandwidth testing.

2.1 Mechanical Design

The knee emulator system consists of a lightweight, on body knee prosthesis, two off-
body motors, and an off-body real-time control system. The power generated by these
motors is transmitted to the knee end-effector by a flexible Bowden cable tramsission.
The bowden cables consist of an outer conduit made of steel coil and an inner cable of
3mm synthetic rope. When one end of the outer conduit is fixed to the motor base, and
one to the knee, it mitigates the external torque in the world frame experienced by the
end-effector as a result of the motors moving. These elements are further discussed in
detail in [4].

The end-effector was designed with two sets of criterion. For normal gait exper-
iments, it was designed to support an American Male in the 90-95th percentile for
weight, which is 120 kg [10] during fast cadence walking or an 180 lb subject during
sprinting [18]. Also, it was designed to deal with the higher than normal loads seen
during stumble recovery. It is able to withstand the loads of the 120 kg subject stumble
recovery during normal walking as either the stance or the swing leg.[8]

The mechanical design mimics the torque-generating aspects of the human knee
joint. Shown in Figure 1, the two cables are in an agonist-antagonist configuration. The
knee extensor acts over a lever arm in much the same way as the quadriceps muscles
act over the patella, and the knee flexor acts behind the joint similar to the hamstrings.
These cables can be independently actuated.

Above the knee joint, there is a standard pyramidal adapter to interface with the
subject’s existing socket and residual limb, and at the bottom of the tibia there is an-
other adapter. Housed inside of the tibia are two tensile elements, instrumented with
Omega SGT-2C/350-DY13 strain gauges arranged in a half bridge. These bridge volt-
ages are amplified by Futek CSG119 amplifiers. Each bridge measures the tension of
their respective cables and when combined with the geometry of the knee, can be used
to calculate the net knee torque. We define extension torques as positive and flexion
torques as negative, with the full torque state of the knee defined as the sum of these
two torques.
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τknee = τext + τ f lx

The knee end-effector was manufactured from both custom machined parts and com-
mercial hardware. The upper and lower knees were CNC machined out of Al6061-
T651. The lever arms and tibia tubes which are under the highest load are made from
AL7075-T6 for increased strength. The lever arms were CNC machined while the tibia
tubes were hand-machined. The tensile elements were made by a mix of hand ma-
chining and CNC machining. Prosthesis dimensions were designed to minimize peak
stresses, but stay within the human knee envelope. The angular range of motion (zero
degrees is defined as parallel with the femur) ranges from 8 degrees of hyper-extension
to 90 degrees of flexion. This rotation is measured by a Renishaw RS422 incremental
encoder which is fixed to the upper knee. The knee pivot rotates with the lower knee.

The inclusion of series elasticity can improve torque tracking performance in a
noisy environment such as that caused by the human-machine interface [3]. There was
not an explicit series elastic element included in the transmission, as there is series
elasticity to the inner core of the bowden cable, and it has been found that just the
bowden cable elasticity can provide this benefit [6].

2.2 Control System Design

High level 
controller:
Positive Torque 

Mid level 
controller:
Extension:  Torque Control
Flexion: Position Control

Low Level Extension

Low Level Flexoin
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Figure 2: Two exemplars of the control structure. (a) Shows positive commanded
torque which leads to the extension motor being torque controlled to generate power,
and a the flexion motor being position controlled to keep slack in the flexion cable. (b)
Shows a negative commanded torque with the flexion motor being torque controlled
and the extension motor being position controlled

The motor controller has three levels. The highest level defines the desired net knee
torque based on any set of factors such as walking state or knee angle. The middle level
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controller takes this desired torque, and chooses how to move each motor. Currently,
this is achieved by designating one motor as the active member and one as the passive
member. The active member undergoes PD-control in torque in order to minimize the
error in torque. The passive member simultaneously undergoes PD-control in position
in order to keep slack in the non-weight-bearing cable. At the lowest level, velocity
commands from the mid level controllers are turned into motor currents by industrial
motor controllers. A diagram of this control strategy is seen in Figure 2.

2.3 Experimental Design
We conducted benchtop tests to characterize the system performance. Tests included
load cell calibration and accuracy measurements, step response rise time, and band-
width tests in both flexion and extension.

Strain gauge calibration was done by deconstructing the knee and hanging weights
directly on cables attached to the axial elements. A linear fit was done between rope
tension (N) and bridge voltage (V). Accuracy is defined as the RMS error around the
fitted line.

Step responses were conducted with the tibia rigidly held. A square wave from 0
N·mo 45 N·m was applied in flexion and from 0 N·mo 45 N·mn extension. Multiple
trials were done for each flexion and extension and the mean and standard deviation
were calculated for the rise time. Error was measured as the RMS error around the
mean rise time.

For bandwidth testing, one motor at a time was subjected to a sine wave of com-
manded torque with fixed mean value and amplitude. For extension, this was a 40
N·mean and a 15 N·mmplitude, and for flexion it was a -15 N·mean and a 5 N·mmplitude.
For each trial within a frequency sweep, the knee would first be held in a constant
torque state at the mean value. Then, there was a commanded sine wave with a con-
stant frequency for several seconds. After the dissipation of transient effects, the torque
tracking data was collected. After collection, the knee was returned to the constant
mean torque state. Between trials, the frequency of the input sine wave would be
changed, and then during the next trial the knee would be commanded with the new sin
wave at the new frequency.

To characterize the system response, a sine wave would be fit to the output mea-
sured torque. This fit was found by minimizing the least squares error between the
fitted curve and the data. This non-convex optimization was done using the Nelder-
Mead Simplex method [15], and each fit was inspected visually to ensure accuracy.
From the fit of the measured knee torque, we were able to extract the amplitude and
phase of the system response. The frequencies at which the Amplitude crossed the
-3db threshold was taken as the gain-limited bandwidth, and where the phase dropped
below -180 degrees was the phase-limited bandwidths [23]

3 Results
Through benchtop testing, we found that this knee emulator system has a high closed-
loop torque bandwidth, and high peak torques. Given calibration, the RMS load mea-
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Figure 3: The knee displayed highly linear response to applied load, very low rise
time, and high bandwidth. A and B show strain gauge response to hanging calibrated
weights. Weight range correspond to 0-100 N·mf flexion torque and 0-100 N·mf ex-
tension torque. C and D show closed loop step response to a 45 N·mquare waves with
a fixed tibia. Average rise times were 11.6 ms in extension and 14.2 ms in flexion. E
and F show bode plots of the system response to constant frequency sin waves ranging
from 1 Hz to 30 Hz.

surement errors were 0.27 N·mor flexion and 0.59 N·mor extension (Figure 3 A,B).
The rise time in flexion was 14.2±1 ms and the rise time for extension was 11.6±1
ms (Figure 3 C,D). For extension, the bandwidth for a signal with mean of 45 N·mnd
amplitude 15 N·mas 27.25 Hz. In flexion, the bandwidth for a signal with mean -15Nm
and amplitude of 5 N·mas 28 Hz (Figure 3 E,F).

4 Discussion
We designed, built, and tested a light weight knee prosthesis end effector. The knee
prosthesis has experienced peak torques of 100 N·mn extension and -45 N·mn flexion
during testing. This is 88% greater in extension and 69% greater in flexion than those
experienced by the knee of an average adult male walking at normal cadence [18]. The
reason for this higher capability is to deal with the high peak torques associated with
stumble recovery and to allow for testing with above average weight individuals in
normal gait. As compared to other powered research prostheses in the field, we have
generated torques that are 13% greater in extension but 43% lower in flexion [16]. This
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discrepancy is due to the powered devices sharing a motor and transmission for both
flexion and extension. The necessary torques for extension are 100% greater than those
in flexion for normal walking and 187% greater than flexion in fast cadence walking
[18]. By separating the two movements, we were able to use a less powerful motor in
flexion than extension and reduce the needed mechanical advantage to achieve these
torques, leading to a better form factor.

The knee structure is designed to withstand extension torques in excess of 144 N·m
This has not been seen in testing however due to the extension motor’s software limits.
In future work, these can be changed to allow for a higher peak torque.

The rise time of the system is very low, at 11.62 ms in extension and 14.23 ms
in flexion. This is lower than previous emulators which have rise times between 26
and 62 ms, and significantly lower than other powered knee prostheses which have
rise times of 100 ms for similar torque ranges [4] [6] [16]. This low rise time may
indicate a system with low compliance. Some of this may be attributed to less filtering
of torque data and some may be due to a removal of explicit series elastic elements.
There is a potential that this increased stiffness will lead to poor disturbance rejection
and less accurate torque tracking. The removal of explicit series elastic elements has
been justified in past end-effectors because of the natural elasticity in the bowden cable
transmission [6]. Explicit error rejection and torque tracking experiments are necessary
to determine if additional compliance is needed.

This knee’s bandwidth is similar to those of past emulators [4] [6] for each mo-
tor taken independently. However, during bandwidth testing, the desired torque never
crosses zero. In the current control scheme, this zero crossing would trigger a handoff
between the two motors and the potential for a delay. It is unknown if this delay may
become the limiting factor for the full system bandwidth. Further work is needed in this
area to quantify the effect it may have on walking. One strategy under consideration is
an attempt to replicate the body’s policy of eccentric muscle extension by always using
torque control and keeping a small antagonist force in the non-active rope at all times.

While the controllers used for flexion and extension are structurally similar, Figure
3 E and F show dissimilar frequency responses. The bode plot for the flexion system
resembles a second order system with damping which is expected. However, the exten-
sion system is consistent with a second order system with very low damping [2], which
was not expected because bowden cable transmissions have been shown to introduce
damping [4]. Another contribution to the difference between the two directions is the
lack of gearbox on the extension motor which adds some damping effects to the flexion
transmission. If compliance becomes an issue in the future, more significant damping
may need to be injected in the mid-level extension controller.

There are many ways in which this prosthesis can be improved. Torque reading can
be made more precise. Between the flexion and extension strain gauges, the extension
strain gauges have double the RMSE, even though the two axial members are made of
similar materials and use the same strain gauges. This suggests a manufacturing defect
which could be fixed. Alternatively, both sets of strain gauges could be replaced by
industrial load cells [5]. During bandwidth testing, the motor platform is not rigidly
fixed, allowing vibration relative to the laboratory inertial frame. This changes the
fundamental frequency of the system which may lead to a lower overall bandwidth.
Finally, the responsiveness of the system will always be effected by the bowden cable
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transmission, which has been found to produce unpredictable slip-stick dynamics.
While the knee has performed very well in bench top testing, there is no guaran-

tee that it will perform well in walking. Therefore human torque tracking and error
rejection experiments are needed to confirm that these positive characteristics will lead
to a viable prosthesis. Additionally, more research needs to be done into the results
of switching between flexion and extension. This transition between which motor is
pulling is crucial to a smooth walking gait and any breaks in active control could lead
to a fall.

5 Conclusion
We have discussed the construction and control of a novel knee prosthesis emulator
which is able to apply independent torques in flexion and extension. Benchtop testing
has confirmed that it is a high-bandwidth, high torque device, which is able to consis-
tently identify its net torque state. These characteristics make it suitable for conducting
normal gait experiments for human walking as well as stumble recovery and balance
experiments.
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